
 

 

General Conditions for Motor Cycles - Mopeds and Scooters 
1)To drive any scooter or motor cycles of to 50 cc. it is necessary to be at least age 14. To drive any scooter or motorcycle up to 125 cc. the 
minimum age requirement is 18 years and driving licence type A or B . To drive any scooter or motor cycle above 125 cc. the minimum age 
requirement is 18 years and driving licence type A with no limitations or B if released before 1986 . For persons aged below 18 years the 
written consent of their parents is required; who undertake every liability. 
2)Insurance: the rates include an insurance of 1,032,913 Euros for civil liability toward third parties, including animals and property.The vehicle 
driver will be liable for damage in excess of the insurance coverage. 
Insurance against theft and fire: no insurance coverage is provided by Bellini Bruno s.r.l., therefore the customer shall reimburse same the 
value of the vehicle received, with reference to the Eurotax blue assessment. 
3)Damage to the vehicle: the customer is required to indemnity to Bellini Bruno s.r.l. any damages caused to the vehicle due to negligence, 
carelessness and incapacity. In the event of a failure or accident it is absoluted prohibited to avail the intervention of personnel not authorised by 
Bellini Bruno s.r.l., or have repairs carried out c/o workshops not authorised by Bellini Bruno s.r.l.. 
4)The customer shall pay Bellini Bruno s.r.l. the sum of fines, penalties or court expenses or other taxes imposed on Bellini Bruno s.r.l. by law, 
deriving from the use of the vehicle during the hiring period. Any damages caused to the vehicle relsdet to the previous, and any fines and 
penalties will be charged to the transgressor via credit card N°                                                    date of expiry     . 
Price for administration fee for fines is 40euro. 
For persons not in possession of a credit cart, the Management reserves the right to ask for the passport to be deposited c/o Bellini Bruno 
s.r.l. throughout the hiring period and returner at the end of the period, after settlement by customer of the above-mentioned damages to the 
vehicle and/or fines or penalties. 
5)Customer authorizes Bellini Bruno s.r.l. to charge his credit card for eventual fees, for any damage caused to the rented vehicle . 
6)The customer authorizes the Bellini Bruno s.r.l. company to charge him/her with eventual costs in case of damages to scooter and motorcycles; 
for this purpose the company will use the customer s credit card details provided as deposit and booking. 
7)At the delivery the scooter is full of fuel.The customer agrees to return the scooter full otherwise the customer authorizes Bellini Bruno 
s.r.l. to charge the amount.  
8)Replacement vehicle: Bellini Bruno s.r.l. reserves the right, upon its unquestionable judgement to grant a replacement vehicle, in the case of 
theft, fire,failure or serious accident of the hired vehicle.ln the cases mentiones it is mandatory to get in touch with Bellini Bruno s.r.l. 
immediately on the following numbers:+39 0577/940201 -cell phone +39 348/4125488 +39 348/8273156/5/4 
Vehicle return:the tolerance for the return of the vehicle is 30 minutes,after which the rate of a further day s hire charged.  
The tolerance is valid only for daily vehicle hire and the client will be charged for any damage caused to Bellini Bruno s.r.l. 
9)Opening time: Monday to Friday from 9 am to 1 pm and from 3 to 7 pm. Saturday and Sunday only if previously agreed, according to rental 
contract or reservation 
10)The use the helmet is compulsory for all vehicles. It is absolutely prohibited to carry a passenger on any 50 cc. Moped or scooter. The civil 
and criminal conditions deriving from the failure to abide regulations are completely at user charge, who declares to undertake every 
liability. 
11)The management reserves not ho hand over vehicle to anyone failing to provide the necessary requirenments. The only court of 
competence for any dispute will be the court of Siena. 
12)At the time receiving the vehicle, the user must sign this form and by so doing indicriminately accepts all the above clauses and 
exempt Bellini Bruno s.r.l. from any liability for any damage that he/she may have caused to property, person,and him/herself. 

Credit card holder's signature                                                        Customer's signature 
 
--------------------------------------                                                        ------------------------------ 

DELAYED CHARGE AGREEMENT 
The / undersigned / a                                                                  cardholder                                             scad       , used at time of rental acknowledges 
and accepts from now on all expenditures recognized or detected after the return of car, and authorize the car Bellini Bruno SRL to charge you on 
your credit card. Any expenses in relation to: replenishment; damage caused to the vehicle; exemptions provided by insurance companies, excess 
mileage, and other incidents described in the rental contract.  Moreover, I agree to use the mode of delivery self service, entrusting the firm Bruno 
Bellini Srl is responsible for forwarding to me the document stating the conditions of the vehicle within 72 hours from the termination of the rental 
agreement, the notice must be sent by mail. 

 

Signature for acceptance 

_________________________
 


